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Limits of quantum methods
B. Kolb, T. Thonhauser, Nano LIFE, 2(2):1230006, 2012
http://arxiv.org/abs/1207.1075v1
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Density-Functional Theory (DFT)
Tractable way to model electrons
Etot [ρ] = Ekin[ρ] + Eion[ρ] + EH [ρ] + Exc[ρ] (1)





1 Write energy as functional of electronic density ρ
2 Order energy contributions by decreasing magnitude
3 Store complexity in the smallest term (Exc)
4 Represent electrons by individual wavefunctions
5 Minimize energy of the system
6 Use it as a starting point for further explorations
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Brief overview of DFT
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What is the ETSF?
A network of ≈ 200 scientists in Europe (+ USA now)
A knowledge center for theoretical spectroscopy
An e-infrastructure bridging theory and experiment
Our tools: state-of-the-art research, free software
Our philosophy: cooperation, openness, autonomy & flexibility
Our activities: collaborations, user projects, training, conferences
Every 6 months: call for proposals
Regularly: tutorials for users and developers (CECAM, Ψk , . . . )
Resources
Leading teams developing cutting-edge theories
Coordinated software projects: codes, tools, libraries, standards
Full autonomy of each project
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Where is the ETSF?
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A synchrotron-like e-infrastructure
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Networking in the ETSF
Website: http://etsf.eu/
+ Wiki (MediaWiki)
+ Social network (Elgg)
In addition: individual websites of projects
In progress: Single Sign-On (SSO)
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Software development in the ETSF
Forge (Bazaar, Subversion, Loggerhead) + Test Farm (Buildbot)
> 20 [ arch + compilers + libraries ] combinations available
Nightly builds + on-demand operations
≈ 100 developers involved in 15 projects
Experiments on Launchpad
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Free software in the ETSF
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Exchange-correlation: stop reinventing the wheel!
LibXC project (2005 – now)
gather existing routines
unify calling interfaces
implement & test in Octopus
deploy in other codes
Implementation
language: C, with Fortran 90 interface
all LDA parametrizations available
most GGA already implemented
meta-GGA still work in progress
status: stable
APIs available: 1.0, 1.1, 1.2
License: LGPL
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Libpspio: get rid of the data conversion headache!
Goal: seamless exchange of pseudopotential data
up to now: many formats existing
XML file format available
no consensus yet on its use
file format converter projects failed (2004–2009)
Take two: create a library
2009–2010: design of precise specifications
September 2011: coding party in Coimbra, Portugal
status: under development
first stable version: expected 2013
License: LGPL
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Software activities
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ETSF File Format
Idea: platform-independent data exchange (2004)
Consensus rapidly reached on a common file format
Extensions regularly discussed
Implementation: NetCDF-based / Fortran 90
Extensible specification + ETSF_IO library (from 2005)
Library licence: LGPL
Library status: stable
API version: 1.0 (Fortran 90 only)
Bindings implemented and tested in 7 codes (including V_Sim)
Peculiarity: source code self-generated from specifications
In progress: version 2.0 (C + Fortran bindings)
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ETSF Coding Standards
Most developments done by PhDs and Post-Docs
=⇒ very high turnover
Format: short & easy-to-read document
Main goal: long-term maintainability of software
Facilitate adoption by not being too constraining
Common sense and genericity
Companion wiki
−→ ETSF Developers’ Reference
Biennial developer schools (with CECAM)
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Developer schools
Purpose: help developers conform to coding standards
Duration: one week
Mornings: interactive lectures / Afternoons: hands-on
Version Control Systems (Subversion & Bazaar)
Python scripting





Building source code with the autotools
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Packaging efforts: strategy
Kick-off: discussion w/ Andreas Tille @ RMLL 2009
Team work =⇒ light and flexible management
Prior agreement from upstream developers
Many exchanges back and forth with upstream
Experimental packages: Ubuntu PPA
https://launchpad.net/~pouillon/+archive/etsf-ubuntu
Debian metapackages: nanoscale-physics, nanoscale-physics-dev
http://blends.alioth.debian.org/science/tasks/nanoscale-physics
Fedora, Gentoo: volunteer initiatives
Slowed down by GSL 1.14 −→ 1.15
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Packaging efforts: status
Code Version Debian Ubuntu Fedora
Abinit 6.12.3 In progress In progress —
APE 1.1.0 — PPA 14, 15, 16
ASE 3.6.0 In progress In progress —
AtomPAW 3.0.1.2 In progress PPA —
BigDFT 1.2.0.4 In progress PPA —
ETSF_IO 1.0.3 Squeeze Natty —
FoX 4.1.0 In progress PPA —
Libpspio 1.0 — — —
LibXC 1.1.0 In progress PPA —
Octopus ??? — — —
SPGLib 1.2 — — —
V_Sim 3.6.0 Wheezy Oneiric —
Wannier90 1.2 In progress PPA —
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To be continued . . .
Thank you for your time!
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